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Class Topic: 
 
Day 6- Mastery Course on Pronoun PART 2 - Exclamatory 
pronoun by Prerna Ma'am 

 

 
 

Introduction  
 

इस कोसस में आप pronoun के बारे में पढेंगे वो भी basic level to advance 

level. इस कोसस में अपलोगो को examples  के द्वारा concept को clear ककया 
जाएँगे साथ ही साथ competitive based questions करवाया जाएगा, हर 
concept को कहानी के द्वारा clear ककया जाएगा आपलोगो को notes provide  

ककया जाएगा previous year questions के साथ so why to wait join our 

pronoun mission.  
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Learning Objective: 
The learning objective of this lesson as follows: 
In this session we will do Exercise and practice  
 

a) Exclamatory pronoun(definition) 
b) Examples 
c)  Difference between exclamatory pronoun and exclamatory adjectives 
d) use of How and what 

       f )moral story 
 
 
DEFINITION  
 
The pronouns that are used as an exclamation (to express sudden emotion) are 
called the Exclamatory Pronouns.In the following sentences the word 
‘What’ with the exclamation mark has been used as an Exclamatory 
Pronoun.Example 
 

 What! Have you met our Principal? 
 

GAP FILLING 
 

 What! You haven’t attended the class. 

 What! I don’t believe what she says. 

 What! You have already informed her. 
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Exclamatory Adjectives are used with the nouns and indicate strong 
emotion. Here the question word ‘what’ is used to express the strong 
emotion.  

Examples: 

What a strange incident! 

What a cute baby! 

A sentence that expresses sudden emotions like excitement, surprise, 
happiness, anger, pain, disgust and wishes is called an exclamatory 
sentence. 

 What! You haven’t attended the class. 

‘What’ is used with singular and plural nouns and ‘how’ is used with 
singular nouns  

WHICH SENTENCE IS CORRECT AND INCORRECT 

 How exciting these offers are! (Incorrect) 
 What exciting these offers are! (Correct) 

MORAL STORY(with exclamatory pronoun) 

A lone elephant walked through the forest, looking for friends. She soon 
saw a monkey and proceeded to ask, ‘Can we be friends, monkey?’ 

The monkey quickly replied,What! Are you mad.‘You are big and can’t 
swing on trees like I do, so I cannot be your friend.’ 

Defeated, the elephant continued to search when it stumbled across a 
rabbit. She proceeded to ask him, ‘Can we be friends, rabbit?’ 

The rabbit looked at the elephant and replied, “You are too big to fit inside 
my burrow. You cannot be my friend.” 

Then, the elephant continued until she met a frog. She asked, “Will you be 
my friend, frog?” 
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The frog replied, What! Are you gone out of your senses.“You are too big 
and heavy; you cannot jump like me. I am sorry, but you can’t be my 
friend.” 

The elephant continued to ask the animals she met on her way, but always 
received the same reply. The following day, the elephant saw all the forest 
animals run in fear. She stopped a bear to ask what was happening and was 
told the tiger was attacking all the small animals. 

The elephant wanted to save the other animals, so she went to the tiger and 
said, “Please, sir, leave my friends alone. Do not eat them.” 

The tiger didn’t listen. He merely told the elephant to mind her own 
business. 

Seeing no other way, the elephant kicked the tiger and scared him away. 
Upon hearing of the brave tale, the other animals agreed, “You are just the 
right size to be our friend.” 
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